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ANNIE ELLIOTT

Bossy Color Design Group
Annie Elliott has a background in art history, working at
some of the nation's top museums. She translated her love
of art and color, and her training in scale, balance and
proportion, into a career in interior design. In her own home
in Washington, D.C., Elliott brings the sunshine in
with her favorite color.
bossycolor.com

"Our living room is tricky It's north facing with only one
gigantic window, so the light is limited. We've painted our
living room many times: it has been two shades of dark
blue-gray, an intense red, white, light yellow and pale pink,
to name a few. We are delighted with this egg-yolk yellow it's fun and cheerful, and it stands up to the gloom! Thomas
Jefferson had a dining room this color. Because the yellow is
so intense, it was important for the wallpaper in the foyer to
have a white background to give your eye a break from the
saturated color. This wallpaper (Paradiso by Nina Campbell)
has a lot of colo!·- teal, chartreuse and purple peacocks!
But they're set against a field of cool white with a light !!Ta)"
trellis pattern. Interestingly, there's no actual yellow in the
wallpaper, but that's one of the reasons it works so well T e
colors coordinate without being overtly matchy. -

Sandra Funk is the founder and p"rirtdRal of House of Funk!
a full-service and online desigI_! firm in New York and New
Jersey, creating thoughtful' homes with an emP.hasis on clean
�lines and soulful touches. In this home in Montclair, New
Jersey, a client's fav�rite color becomes·tli� thiriil
' ror an
elegant living room.
houseoffunli.com
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molding to the base, including every bit of trim AND every
wall (on the fireplace, new built-ins and window sills). We
facquered everything in high gloss. The sk)'.'s the limit witli
great color, but we always look for depth of color, which is
�- we tested manY, colors before we knew we had die right
one_ When ·"·�rki_!1g with bold color, it's important to layer
in nnural.s �h<i·different degrees of depth of the color you're
�- We then re11�J.�d'a dustier version in the strie velvet
oo the 5ola and on the shiny velvet faux-fur and wool pillows
Yoa11 Stt that color �Airr�rent values reP.eated througliout
dit spare_ \l'e also_laye�cr in accessories to create visual
_-__;---.,-....,c-'I�
illarftst.. \\'e brought in tons of neutrals, wood tones, metals,
-tJle.. me and great lighting. All of this ensured tliat
:the"i-oom•didn't feel flat.»
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